Two lavish illustrated histories confronted and contested the Byzantine model of empire. The Madrid Skylitzes was created at the court of Roger II of Sicily in the mid-twelfth century. The Vatican Manasses was produced for Ivan Alexander of Bulgaria in the mid-fourteenth century. Through close analysis of how each chronicle was methodically manipulated, this study argues that Byzantine history was selectively re-imagined to suit the interests of outsiders. The Madrid Skylitzes foregrounds regicides, rebellions, and palace intrigue in order to subvert the divinely ordained image of order that Byzantine rulers preferred to project. The Vatican Manasses presents Byzantium as a platform for the accession of Ivan Alexander to the throne of the Third Rome, the last and final world-empire. Imagining the Byzantine Past demonstrates how distinct visions of empire generated diverging versions of Byzantium's past in the aftermath of the Crusades.
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Plates are found in between pages 170 and 171. Parani, Nancy PattersonŠevčenko, Alexei Pentkovskii, Linda Safran, Roger Scott, Alice-Mary Talbot, Alicia Walker, and Warren Woodfin. Glenn Peers read an early version of Chapter 7 and provided very helpful advice over the course of several years. I would also like to thank my mother Evgeniia Samsonova. From fostering my interests in collecting stamps devoted to art masterpieces to ensuring that I applied to join a life-changing student delegation to the US, she has contributed to my success in ways that cannot truly be measured. I am also grateful to the members of the Late Antique and Byzantine workshop at the University of Chicago, audiences at the Byzantine Studies Conferences, the College Art Association, the Dumbarton Oaks, the Gennadius Library of the American School of Classical Studies in Athens, the Fortieth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies in Birmingham for their comments, questions, and feedback.
At Cambridge University Press, Michael Sharp took an early interest in the project and has been a model editor. The manuscript was turned into a book by the able hands of Liz Hanlon and polished by the skillful copyediting of Rebecca du Plessis. The anonymous readers provided excellent feedback that made the book stronger. Any mistakes are, needless to say, my own.
Although the completion of this project has been delayed by family tragedies, working on this book has also served as a therapeutic outlet during dark days of loss. My beloved and indomitable grandmother Alexandra Grigorievna Boleeva passed away during the early stages of my work on this book. She always thought that her granddaughter could have chosen a far better career in the natural sciences, but the neighbors would certainly have heard from her about this book. The untimely passing of my mother-in-law Sally Boeck involved a long recovery on our part. She was a great cheerleader, always believing that her children can achieve anything that they set their sights on. She carefully read numerous drafts. Despite their flaws, she was always encouraging and looking forward to the day of publication. 
